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DETAILED ACTION

This action is in response to the Request for Continued Examination filed 8 April 2010.

Claims 1,4,5,6,9,11,13,16,17 and 1 9 have been amended. Claims 2, 3, 7, 8, 1 0,

1 2 and 1 8 are canceled. Claims 20 and 21 are new. Claims 1 ,
4-6, 9, 11, 13-17 and

19-21 are pending and have been considered below.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

1 . The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set

forth in section 1 02 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and

the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the

invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.

Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

2. Claims 1 rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Takatsuka

et al. (US 5,936,548) in view of Katagiri (US 6,778,069 B1) and further in view of

Canfield et al. (US 7,281 ,21 5 B1 ).

Claim 1 . Takatsuka discloses a method of managing unread electronic messages

comprising the steps of:

a. displaying a home screen on a visual display (column 5, lines 14-20 [(19)

directory. In the example shown in FIG. 5B, the display

unit 52 displays the total message number and presence or

absence of the non-read message per directory. In the

example shown in FIG. 5C, the display unit 52 displays the
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total message number and the number of the non-read

messages per directory.], figures 5b and 5c);

b. providing, at a location on the home screen, a first indicator of the presence of a

number of unread electronic messages received, or an associated value

reflecting the number of unread electronic messages received (column 5, lines

14-20 [(19) In the example shown in FIG. 5B, the display unit

52 displays the total message number and presence or

absence of the non-read message per directory. In the

example shown in FIG. 5C, the display unit 52 displays the

total message number and the number of the non-read

messages per directory.], figures 5b and 5c);

c. selectively displaying on the visual display a message listing enabling review of

summaries of unread electronic messages received without opening the unread

electronic messages (column 5, lines 42-48 [(22) fig. 6 shows an example

of the list display carried out at the step 206. In this

example, the display unit 52 displays, per message, a

portion of the message, receiving date and time, whether or

not the message is non-read, and a message sender. Other

than the display example shown in FIG. 6, the display can

be carried out by combining desired attributes .] figure 6).
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Takatsuka does not disclose the first indicator of the presence of a number of unread

electronic messages received and the associated value reflecting the number of unread

electronic messages received are provided at a location on the home screen, as

disclosed in the claims. However, in the same field of invention, Katagiri discloses “(1
1

)

Also, a mark ".star." indicating that the received message has

not been read yet is displayed on the third line of the screen

of the display unit 4. Further, a numeral "1" which is the piece

number of the unread received messages counted by the adder unit

5 is displayed on the fourth line of the screen .” (column 5, lines 46-

SI, figure 2A).

Therefore, considering the teachings of Takatsuka and Katagiri, it would have been

obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to add the first

indicator of the presence of a number of unread electronic messages received and the

associated value reflecting the number of unread electronic messages received are

provided at a location on the home screen to the teachings of Takatsuka.

One would have been motivated to add the first indicator of the presence of a number of

unread electronic messages received and the associated value reflecting the number of

unread electronic messages received are provided at a location on the home screen to

the teachings of Takatsuka because it would lessen any possible confusion for the user

if he/she had to first read a heading to see which column indicated unread messages
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and then scan down to the row for the directory containing the unread messages by

providing the user with a more complete summary of the number of unread messages

so that the user could see at a glance that there are unread messages and the number

of unread messages simultaneously on the same line as the directory of messages.

Takatsuka does not disclose altering said the first indicator to provide, at the location on

the home screen, a visually distinguishable non-numerical annunciation that new

unread electronic messages have been received following display of the message

listing, as disclosed in the claims. However, Takatsuka discloses “(10) ... non-read

messages (whose receipts are not confirmed by the user or whose

contents are not confirmed by the user)... ” (column 4, lines 1 1 -1 3), that is,

non-read messages can be those messages whose receipts have been confirmed but

not necessarily whose contents have been confirmed, i.e. the contents of the message

doesn't have to be read and Katagiri discloses “(16) As the display operation

to display the received messages, the instruction input employed

to display the new received messages on the screen can be

recognized by, for example, the already-read instruction

operation indicating that the user has read the received

messages, the unread reading operation by which displays the

received messages on the screen, the display clearing operation

which clears the screen display of the received messages on the

display unit, etc (column 3, lines 40-48), “(1 3) Then, the screen
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display in FIG. 2D shows the state wherein the mark ".star. "

displayed on the third line to indicate that the received

message has not been read yet is cleared since the user has

input the already-read instruction operation, ... ” (column 6, lines 5-9,

figure 2D) and “(14) In such case, while holding the screen display in

FIG. 2D, the user does not particularly apply the already-read

instruction operation so as to display the older unread received

message as the display operation. As already described, since

the user has applied the already-read instruction operation to

the operating unit 6, the adder unit 5 counts the piece number

of the received messages when the received message is further

received newly from this state, and then causes to display the

piece number of the received messages received after the

already-read instruction operation has been issued on the fourth

line of the screen.” “(15) The screen display in FIG. 2E shows the

state wherein two new received messages are received after the

screen display in FIG. 2D, and the mark ".star." displayed on

the third line to indicate that the received messages have not

been read yet and the piece number "2" of the unread received

messages displayed on the fourth line are displayed on the

screen,... ” (column 6, lines 19-38, figures 2C-2E) In figure 2C; Ten new messages

have been received and a star is displayed to indicate 10 new unread messages; the
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user reads the latest message but does not read the other 9 messages, therefore the

other 9 are unread; the star is then removed and the number indicating the number of

unread messages is decremented by 1 ;
from this state, with 9 unread messages and

the star indicating the presence of unread messages removed, when 2 new unread

messages are subsequently received, the count of unread messages now indicates the

2 new unread messages and the star is re-displayed to indicate the arrival of the 2 new

unread messages; that is, re-displaying the new count of new unread messages and re-

displaying the star to indicate new unread messages when in the previous state there

were still unread messages approximates the claimed limitation of an indication of new

unread messages when all of the prevous unread messages were read in the last

viewing.

Therefore, considering the teachings of Takatsuka and Katagiri, it would have been

obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to add an

indicator to provide, at the location on the home screen, a visually distinguishable non-

numerical annunciation that new unread electronic messages have been received

following display of the message listing to the teachings of Takatsuka and Katagiri.

One would have been motivated to add a first indicator to provide, at the location on the

home screen, a visually distinguishable non-numerical annunciation that new unread

electronic messages have been received following display of the message listing to the

teachings of Takatsuka and Katagiri because this adds further detail for the user to
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more completely understand the state of new unread messages; i.e. it would be useful

for the user to not only see the total number of unread messages, but to also see the

number of newly arrived unread messages. This may be useful because the user may

have scanned the current unread messages for a particular message of interest and

found that that message was not present and notifying the user of newer unread

messages since the last can alerts the user that the message of interest may be in the

next set of unread messages. Further, the user may not remember the number of

unread messages and can readily see that new unread messages have arrived.

Takatsuka and Katagiri do not disclose altering the first indicator, as disclosed in the

claims. However, in the same field of invention, Canfield discloses “(9) An indicator

is provided to the user to indicate whether the user has viewed

a received IM message in an existing IM session. For example, an

indicator such as a blinking interface tab or area on an

interface tab may be provided for a received IM message that has

not been viewed. ... and once viewed, the indicator changes

without having to actually reply to the message itself .” (column 2,

lines 19-29). Therefore, considering the teachings of Takatsuka, Katagiri and Canfield,

it would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention to add altering the first indicator to the teachings of Takatsuka and Katagiri.

One would have been motivated to add altering the first indicator to the teachings of

Takatsuka and Katagiri because the Supreme Court in KSR International Co. v.
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Teleflex Inc. identified applying a known technique to a known device (method, or

product) ready for improvement to yield predictable results as a rational to support a

conclusion of obviousness which is consistent with the proper “functional approach” to

the determination of obviousness as laid down in Graham.

Claims 2-3. (Cancelled)

Claim 4. Takatsuka discloses a method of managing unread electronic messages

comprising the steps of:

d. displaying a home screen on a visual display (column 5, lines 14-20 [(19)

directory. In the example shown in FIG. 5B, the display

unit 52 displays the total message number and presence or

absence of the non-read message per directory. In the

example shown in FIG. 5C, the display unit 52 displays the

total message number and the number of the non-read

messages per directory.], figures 5b and 5c);

e. providing, at a location on the home screen, a first indicator of the presence of a

number of unread electronic messages received, or an associated value

reflecting the number of unread electronic messages received (column 5, lines

14-20 [(19) directory . In the example shown in FIG. 5B, the

display unit 52 displays the total message number and

presence or absence of the non-read message per directory.
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In the example shown in FIG. 5C, the display unit 52

displays the total message number and the number of the

non-read messages per directory.], figures 5b and 5c);

f. selectively displaying on the visual display a message listing enabling review of

summaries of unread electronic messages received without opening the unread

electronic messages (column 5, lines 42-48 [(22) fig. 6 shows an example

of the list display carried out at the step 206. In this

example, the display unit 52 displays, per message, a

portion of the message, receiving date and time, whether or

not the message is non-read, and a message sender. Other

than the display example shown in FIG. 6, the display can

be carried out by combining desired attributes .] figure 6).

Takatsuka does not disclose the first indicator of the presence of a number of unread

electronic messages received and the associated value reflecting the number of unread

electronic messages received are provided at a location on the home screen, as

disclosed in the claims. However, in the same field of invention, Katagiri discloses “(1
1

)

Also, a mark ".star." indicating that the received message has

not been read yet is displayed on the third line of the screen

of the display unit 4. Further, a numeral "1" which is the piece

number of the unread received messages counted by the adder unit
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1

5 is displayed on the fourth line of the screen .
” (column 5, lines 46-

SI
,
figure 2A).

Therefore, considering the teachings of Takatsuka and Katagiri, it would have been

obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to add the first

indicator of the presence of a number of unread electronic messages received and the

associated value reflecting the number of unread electronic messages received are

provided at a location on the home screen to the teachings of Takatsuka.

One would have been motivated to add the first indicator of the presence of a number of

unread electronic messages received and the associated value reflecting the number of

unread electronic messages received are provided at a location on the home screen to

the teachings of Takatsuka because it would lessen any possible confusion for the user

if he/she had to first read a heading to see which column indicated unread messages

and then scan down to the row for the directory containing the unread messages by

providing the user with a more complete summary of the number of unread messages

so that the user could see at a glance that there are unread messages and the number

of unread messages simultaneously on the same line as the directory of messages.

Takatsuka does not disclose generating a second indicator at, or proximate to, the

location on the home screen, to provide a visually distinguishable non-numerical

annunciation by altering the first indicator with the non-numerical annunciation to reflect
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that new electronic messages have been received following display of the message

listing, as disclosed in the claims. However, Takatsuka discloses “(10) ... non-read

messages (whose receipts are not confirmed by the user or whose

contents are not confirmed by the user)... ” (column 4, lines 1 1 -1 3), that is,

non-read messages can be those messages whose receipts have been confirmed but

not necessarily whose contents have been confirmed, i.e. the contents of the message

doesn't have to be read and Katagiri discloses “(13) Then, the screen display

in FIG. 2D shows the state wherein the mark ".star. " displayed

on the third line to indicate that the received message has not

been read yet is cleared since the user has input the already-

read instruction operation, ...
” (column 6, lines 5—9, figure 2D) and “(14) in

such case, while holding the screen display in FIG. 2D, the user

does not particularly apply the already-read instruction

operation so as to display the older unread received message as

the display operation. As already described, since the user has

applied the already-read instruction operation to the operating

unit 6, the adder unit 5 counts the piece number of the received

messages when the received message is further received newly

from this state, and then causes to display the piece number of

the received messages received after the already-read

instruction operation has been issued on the fourth line of the

screen .”
“(1 5) The screen display in FIG. 2E shows the state
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wherein two new received messages are received after the screen

display in FIG. 2D, and the mark ".star." displayed on the third

line to indicate that the received messages have not been read

yet and the piece number "2" of the unread received messages

displayed on the fourth line are displayed on the screen, ” (column

6, lines 19-38, figures 2C-2E) In figure 2C; Ten new messages have been received and

a star is displayed to indicate 1 0 new unread messages; the user reads the latest

message but does not read the other 9 messages, therefore the other 9 are unread; the

star is then removed and the number indicating the number of unread messages is

decremented by 1 ;
from this state, with 9 unread messages and the star indicating the

presence of unread messages removed, when 2 new unread messages are

subsequently received, the count of unread messages now indicates the 2 new unread

messages and the star is re-displayed to indicate the arrival of the 2 new unread

messages; that is, re-displaying the new count of new unread messages and re-

displaying the star to indicate new unread messages when in the previous state there

were still unread messages approximates the claimed limitation of an indication of new

unread messages when all of the prevous unread messages were read in the last

viewing.

Therefore, considering the teachings of Takatsuka and Katagiri, it would have been

obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to add

generating a second indicator at, or proximate to, the location on the home screen, to
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provide a visually distinguishable non-numerical annunciation to reflect that new

electronic messages have been received following display of the message listing to the

teachings of Takatsuka and Katagiri.

One would have been motivated to add generating a second indicator at, or proximate

to, the location on the home screen, to provide a visually distinguishable non-numerical

annunciation to reflect that new electronic messages have been received following

display of the message listing to the teachings of Takatsuka and Katagiri because this

adds further detail for the user to more completely understand the state of new unread

messages; i.e. it would be useful for the user to not only see the total number of unread

messages, but to also see the number of newly arrived unread messages. This may be

useful because the user may have scanned the current unread messages for a

particular message of interest and found that that message was not present and

notifying the user of newer unread messages since the last can alerts the user that the

message of interest may be in the next set of unread messages. Further, the user may

not remember the number of unread messages and can readily see that new unread

messages have arrived.

Takatsuka and Katagiri do not disclose altering the first indicator, as disclosed in the

claims. However, in the same field of invention, Canfield discloses “(9) An indicator

is provided to the user to indicate whether the user has viewed

a received IM message in an existing IM session. For example, an
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indicator such as a blinking interface tab or area on an

interface tab may be provided for a received IM message that has

not been viewed. ... and once viewed, the indicator changes

without having to actually reply to the message itself .

” (column 2,

lines 19-29). Therefore, considering the teachings of Takatsuka, Katagiri and Canfield,

it would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention to add altering the first indicator to the teachings of Takatsuka and Katagiri.

One would have been motivated to add altering the first indicator to the teachings of

Takatsuka and Katagiri because the Supreme Court in KSR International Co. v.

Teleflex Inc. identified applying a known technique to a known device (method, or

product) ready for improvement to yield predictable results as a rational to support a

conclusion of obviousness which is consistent with the proper “functional approach” to

the determination of obviousness as laid down in Graham.

Claim 5. Takatsuka, Katagiri and Canfield disclose the method of Claim 4, and Canfield

further discloses “For example, an indicator such as a blinking

interface tab or area on an interface tab may be provided for a

received IM message that has not been viewed.” (column 2, lines 19-29).

Therefore, considering the teachings of Takatsuka, Katagiri and Canfield, it would have

been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to add

displaying an icon with the first and second indicators; and altering the icon by flashing,

bolding, changing the size, and changing the color of the icon to the teachings of
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Takatsuka, Katagiri and Canfield. One would have been motivated to add displaying an

icon with the first and second indicators; and altering the icon by flashing, bolding,

changing the size, and changing the color of the icon to the teachings of Takatsuka,

Katagiri and Canfield because the Supreme Court in KSR International Co. v. Teleflex

Inc. identified applying a known technique to a known device (method, or product) ready

for improvement to yield predictable results as a rational to support a conclusion of

obviousness which is consistent with the proper “functional approach” to the

determination of obviousness as laid down in Graham.

Claim 6. Takatsuka, Katagiri and Canfield disclose the method of Claim 4, and

Takatsuka discloses “(10) ... non-read messages (whose receipts are not

confirmed by the user or whose contents are not confirmed by the

user) ...
” (column 4, lines 1 1 -1 3), that is, non-read messages can be those messages

whose receipts have been confirmed but not necessarily whose contents have been

confirmed, i.e. the contents of the message doesn't have to be read and Katagiri

discloses “(13) Then, the screen display in FIG. 2D shows the state

wherein the mark ".star. " displayed on the third line to

indicate that the received message has not been read yet is

cleared since the user has input the already-read instruction

operation, ...
” (column 6, lines 5—9, figure 2D) and “(14) in such case, while

holding the screen display in FIG. 2D, the user does not

particularly apply the already-read instruction operation so as
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to display the older unread received message as the display

operation. As already described, since the user has applied the

already-read instruction operation to the operating unit 6, the

adder unit 5 counts the piece number of the received messages

when the received message is further received newly from this

state, and then causes to display the piece number of the

received messages received after the already-read instruction

operation has been issued on the fourth line of the screen.” “(15)

The screen display in FIG. 2E shows the state wherein two new

received messages are received after the screen display in FIG.

2D, and the mark ".star." displayed on the third line to

indicate that the received messages have not been read yet and

the piece number "2" of the unread received messages displayed

on the fourth line are displayed on the screen, ” (column 6, lines 1 9-38,

figures 2C-2E) In figure 2C; Ten new messages have been received and a star is

displayed to indicate 10 new unread messages; the user reads the latest message but

does not read the other 9 messages, therefore the other 9 are unread; the star is then

removed and the number indicating the number of unread messages is decremented by

1 ;
from this state, with 9 unread messages and the star indicating the presence of

unread messages removed, when 2 new unread messages are subsequently received,

the count of unread messages now indicates the 2 new unread messages and the star

is re-displayed to indicate the arrival of the 2 new unread messages; that is, re-
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displaying the new count of new unread messages and re-displaying the star to indicate

new unread messages when in the previous state there were still unread messages

approximates the claimed limitation of an indication of new unread messages when all

of the prevous unread messages were read in the last viewing.

Therefore, considering the teachings of Takatsuka, Katagiri and Canfield, it would have

been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to add

adding indicia to said the first indicator to the teachings of Takatsuka, Katagiri and

Canfield.

One would have been motivated to add adding indicia to said the first indicator to the

teachings of Takatsuka, Katagiri and Canfield because this adds further detail for the

user to more completely understand the state of new unread messages; i.e. it would be

useful for the user to not only see the total number of unread messages, but to also see

the number of newly arrived unread messages. This may be useful because the user

may have scanned the current unread messages for a particular message of interest

and found that that message was not present and notifying the user of newer unread

messages since the last can alerts the user that the message of interest may be in the

next set of unread messages. Further, the user may not remember the number of

unread messages and can readily see that new unread messages have arrived.
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Claim 7-8. (Cancelled)

Claim 9. Takatsuka, Katagiri and Canfield disclose the method of Claim 4, and

Takatsuka further discloses the step of altering the first indicator comprises altering at

least one of the unread mail icon and the count (column 5, lines 62-64

[Simultaneously, the control section 20 erases the non-read flag

of the readout message.]).

Claim 10. (Cancelled)

Claim 1 1 . Takatsuka discloses a system for managing electronic messages received,

comprising:

a. a visual display (figures 5-6);

b. a home screen displaying one or more icons corresponding to functions that can

be performed by the system (column 5, lines 19-24 [in the example shown

in FIG. 5C, the display unit 52 displays the total message

number and the number of the non-read messages per

directory. In FIGS. 5A to 5C, a portion corresponding to

the directory C is surrounded by a rectangular frame. This

represents that the directory C is being selected now. In

practice, this portion is indicated by inversion display.],

Microsoft Press Computer Dictionary Third Edition, Microsoft Press, 1997, ISBN
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1 -57321 -446-X defines an icon as “A small image displayed on the screen to

represent an object that can be manipulated by the user.” The rectangle

surrounding directory C indicating that directory C can be selected qualifies as an

icon under this definition.);

c. a message list listing providing summaries of each of unread electronic

messages received without opening the unread electronic messages (column 5,

lines 42-48 [(22) FIG . 6 shows an example of the list display

carried out at the step 206. In this example, the display

unit 52 displays, per message, a portion of the message,

receiving date and time, whether or not the message is non-

read, and a message sender. Other than the display example

shown in FIG. 6, the display can be carried out by

combining desired attributes .] figure 6);

d. input means for selectively displaying the message list listing on the visual

display (column 5, lines 1 9-24 [In the example shown in FIG. 5C, the

display unit 52 displays the total message number and the

number of the non-read messages per directory. In FIGS. 5A

to 5C, a portion corresponding to the directory C is

surrounded by a rectangular frame. This represents that the

directory C is being selected now. In practice, this

portion is indicated by inversion display.]);
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e. a first indicator at a location on the home screen for indicating the presence of a

number of unread messages or an associated value reflecting the number of

unread electronic messages received (column 5, lines 14-20 [(19) in the

example shown in FIG. 5B, the display unit 52 displays the

total message number and presence or absence of the non-

read message per directory. In the example shown in FIG.

5C, the display unit 52 displays the total message number

and the number of the non-read messages per directory.],

figures 5b and 5c).

Takatsuka does not disclose the first indicator at a location on the home screen for

indicating the presence of a number of unread messages, and the associated value

reflecting the number of unread electronic messages received, as disclosed in the

claims. However, in the same field of invention, Katagiri discloses “(1
1 )
Also, a

mark ".star." indicating that the received message has not been

read yet is displayed on the third line of the screen of the

display unit 4. Further, a numeral "1" which is the piece number

of the unread received messages counted by the adder unit 5 is

displayed on the fourth line of the screen .” (column 5, lines 46-51

,

figure 2A).
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Therefore, considering the teachings of Takatsuka and Katagiri, it would have been

obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to add the first

indicator at a location on the home screen for indicating the presence of a number of

unread messages, and the associated value reflecting the number of unread electronic

messages received to the teachings of Takatsuka.

One would have been motivated to add the first indicator at a location on the home

screen for indicating the presence of a number of unread messages, and the

associated value reflecting the number of unread electronic messages received to the

teachings of Takatsuka because it would lessen any possible confusion for the user if

he/she had to first read a heading to see which column indicated unread messages and

then scan down to the row for the directory containing the unread messages by

providing the user with a more complete summary of the number of unread messages

so that the user could see at a glance that there are unread messages and the number

of unread messages simultaneously on the same line as the directory of messages.

Takatsuka does not disclose a second indicator at, or proximate, to the location on the

home screen that alters the first indicator to provide a visually distinguishable non-

numerical annunciation of reflecting the presence of new unread electronic messages

received following display of the message listing, as disclosed in the claims. However,

Takatsuka discloses “(10) ... non-read messages (whose receipts are not

confirmed by the user or whose contents are not confirmed by the
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user) ... ” (column 4, lines 11-13), that is, non-read messages can be those messages

whose receipts have been confirmed but not necessarily whose contents have been

confirmed, i.e. the contents of the message doesn't have to be read and Katagiri

discloses “(13) Then, the screen display in FIG. 2D shows the state

wherein the mark ".star. " displayed on the third line to

indicate that the received message has not been read yet is

cleared since the user has input the already-read instruction

operation, ...
” (column 6, lines 5—9, figure 2D) and “(14) In such case, while

holding the screen display in FIG. 2D, the user does not

particularly apply the already-read instruction operation so as

to display the older unread received message as the display

operation. As already described, since the user has applied the

already-read instruction operation to the operating unit 6, the

adder unit 5 counts the piece number of the received messages

when the received message is further received newly from this

state, and then causes to display the piece number of the

received messages received after the already-read instruction

operation has been issued on the fourth line of the screen .”
“(1 5)

The screen display in FIG. 2E shows the state wherein two new

received messages are received after the screen display in FIG.

2D, and the mark ".star." displayed on the third line to

indicate that the received messages have not been read yet and
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the piece number "2" of the unread received messages displayed

on the fourth line are displayed on the screen, ” (column 6, lines 19-38,

figures 2C-2E) In figure 2C; Ten new messages have been received and a star is

displayed to indicate 10 new unread messages; the user reads the latest message but

does not read the other 9 messages, therefore the other 9 are unread; the star is then

removed and the number indicating the number of unread messages is decremented by

1 ;
from this state, with 9 unread messages and the star indicating the presence of

unread messages removed, when 2 new unread messages are subsequently received,

the count of unread messages now indicates the 2 new unread messages and the star

is re-displayed to indicate the arrival of the 2 new unread messages; that is, re-

displaying the new count of new unread messages and re-displaying the star to indicate

new unread messages when in the previous state there were still unread messages

approximates the claimed limitation of an indication of new unread messages when all

of the prevous unread messages were read in the last viewing.

Therefore, considering the teachings of Takatsuka and Katagiri, it would have been

obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to add a

second indicator at, or proximate, to the location on the home screen to provide a

visually distinguishable non- numerical annunciation of reflecting the presence of new

unread electronic messages received following display of the message listing to the

teachings of Takatsuka and Katagiri.
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One would have been motivated to add a second indicator at, or proximate, to the

location on the home screen to provide a visually distinguishable non- numerical

annunciation of reflecting the presence of new unread electronic messages received

following display of the message listing to the teachings of Takatsuka and Katagiri

because this adds further detail for the user to more completely understand the state of

new unread messages; i.e. it would be useful for the user to not only see the total

number of unread messages, but to also see the number of newly arrived unread

messages. This may be useful because the user may have scanned the current unread

messages for a particular message of interest and found that that message was not

present and notifying the user of newer unread messages since the last can alerts the

user that the message of interest may be in the next set of unread messages. Further,

the user may not remember the number of unread messages and can readily see that

new unread messages have arrived.

Takatsuka and Katagiri do not disclose altering the first indicator, as disclosed in the

claims. However, in the same field of invention, Canfield discloses “(9) An indicator

is provided to the user to indicate whether the user has viewed

a received IM message in an existing IM session. For example, an

indicator such as a blinking interface tab or area on an

interface tab may be provided for a received IM message that has

not been viewed. ... and once viewed, the indicator changes

without having to actually reply to the message itself .” (column 2,
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lines 19-29). Therefore, considering the teachings of Takatsuka, Katagiri and Canfield,

it would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention to add altering the first indicator to the teachings of Takatsuka and Katagiri.

One would have been motivated to add altering the first indicator to the teachings of

Takatsuka and Katagiri because the Supreme Court in KSR International Co. v.

Teleflex Inc. identified applying a known technique to a known device (method, or

product) ready for improvement to yield predictable results as a rational to support a

conclusion of obviousness which is consistent with the proper “functional approach” to

the determination of obviousness as laid down in Graham.

Claim 12. (Cancelled)

Claim 1 3. Takatsuka, Katagiri and Canfield disclose the system of Claim 1 1 ,
and

Takatsuka further discloses the visually distinguishable annunciation received

comprises an alteration to the count of unread electronic messages received (column 5,

lines 1 6-1 9, [In the example shown in FIG. 5C, the display unit 52

displays the total message number and the number of the non-read

messages per directory .], column 5, lines 62-64 [Simultaneously, the

control section 20 erases the non-read flag of the readout

message .], In figure 5C, the number of non-read messages per directory is displayed

and, when viewing the directory, a non-read flag is erased; therefore, when the window
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of figure 5C is displayed after a non-read message is read, the number of non-read

messages in figure 5C will reflect the new count of non-read messages).

Claim 14 Takatsuka, Katagiri and Canfield disclose the system of Claim 13 and

Canfield further discloses “For example, an indicator such as a blinking

interface tab or area on an interface tab may be provided for a

received IM message that has not been viewed.” (column 2, lines 19-29).

Therefore, considering the teachings of Takatsuka, Katagiri and Canfield, it would have

been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to add the

alteration to the count comprises at least one of: bolding the count, flashing the count,

changing the size of the count and changing the color of the count to the teachings of

Takatsuka, Katagiri and Canfield. One would have been motivated to add the alteration

to the count comprises at least one of: bolding the count, flashing the count, changing

the size of the count and changing the color of the count to the teachings of Takatsuka,

Katagiri and Canfield because the Supreme Court in KSR International Co. v. Teleflex

Inc. identified applying a known technique to a known device (method, or product) ready

for improvement to yield predictable results as a rational to support a conclusion of

obviousness which is consistent with the proper “functional approach” to the

determination of obviousness as laid down in Graham.

Claim 1 5. Takatsuka, Katagiri and Canfield disclose the system of claim 1 1 ,
and

Takatsuka discloses “(10) ... non-read messages (whose receipts are not
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confirmed by the user or whose contents are not confirmed by the

user) ...
” (column 4, lines 11-13), that is, non-read messages can be those messages

whose receipts have been confirmed but not necessarily whose contents have been

confirmed, i.e. the contents of the message doesn't have to be read and Katagiri

discloses “(1 3) Then, the screen display in FIG. 2D shows the state

wherein the mark ".star. " displayed on the third line to

indicate that the received message has not been read yet is

cleared since the user has input the already-read instruction

operation, ...
” (column 6, lines 5—9, figure 2D) and “(14) In such case, while

holding the screen display in FIG. 2D, the user does not

particularly apply the already-read instruction operation so as

to display the older unread received message as the display

operation. As already described, since the user has applied the

already-read instruction operation to the operating unit 6, the

adder unit 5 counts the piece number of the received messages

when the received message is further received newly from this

state, and then causes to display the piece number of the

received messages received after the already-read instruction

operation has been issued on the fourth line of the screen .”
“(1 5)

The screen display in FIG. 2E shows the state wherein two new

received messages are received after the screen display in FIG.

2D, and the mark ".star." displayed on the third line to
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indicate that the received messages have not been read yet and

the piece number "2" of the unread received messages displayed

on the fourth line are displayed on the screen, ” (column 6, lines 1 9-38,

figures 2C-2E) In figure 2C; Ten new messages have been received and a star is

displayed to indicate 10 new unread messages; the user reads the latest message but

does not read the other 9 messages, therefore the other 9 are unread; the star is then

removed and the number indicating the number of unread messages is decremented by

1 ;
from this state, with 9 unread messages and the star indicating the presence of

unread messages removed, when 2 new unread messages are subsequently received,

the count of unread messages now indicates the 2 new unread messages and the star

is re-displayed to indicate the arrival of the 2 new unread messages; that is, re-

displaying the new count of new unread messages and re-displaying the star to indicate

new unread messages when in the previous state there were still unread messages

approximates the claimed limitation of an indication of new unread messages when all

of the prevous unread messages were read in the last viewing.

Therefore, considering the teachings of Takatsuka, Katagiri and Canfield, it would have

been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to add the

second indicator comprises additional indicia on the display to the teachings of

Takatsuka, Katagiri and Canfield.
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One would have been motivated to add the second indicator comprises additional

indicia on the display to the teachings of Takatsuka, Katagiri and Canfield because this

adds further detail for the user to more completely understand the state of new unread

messages; i.e. it would be useful for the user to not only see the total number of unread

messages, but to also see the number of newly arrived unread messages. This may be

useful because the user may have scanned the current unread messages for a

particular message of interest and found that that message was not present and

notifying the user of newer unread messages since the last can alerts the user that the

message of interest may be in the next set of unread messages. Further, the user may

not remember the number of unread messages and can readily see that new unread

messages have arrived.

Claimm 16. Takatsuka, Katagiri and Canfield disclose the system of Claim 1 1 ,
and

Takatsuka discloses “(10) ... non-read messages (whose receipts are not

confirmed by the user or whose contents are not confirmed by the

user) ...
” (column 4, lines 11-13), that is, non-read messages can be those messages

whose receipts have been confirmed but not necessarily whose contents have been

confirmed, i.e. the contents of the message doesn't have to be read and Katagiri

discloses “(13) Then, the screen display in FIG. 2D shows the state

wherein the mark ".star. " displayed on the third line to

indicate that the received message has not been read yet is

cleared since the user has input the already-read instruction
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operation, ...
” (column 6, lines 5—9, figure 2D) and “(14) In such case, while

holding the screen display in FIG. 2D, the user does not

particularly apply the already-read instruction operation so as

to display the older unread received message as the display

operation. As already described, since the user has applied the

already-read instruction operation to the operating unit 6, the

adder unit 5 counts the piece number of the received messages

when the received message is further received newly from this

state, and then causes to display the piece number of the

received messages received after the already-read instruction

operation has been issued on the fourth line of the screen .”
“(1 5)

The screen display in FIG. 2E shows the state wherein two new

received messages are received after the screen display in FIG.

2D, and the mark ".star." displayed on the third line to

indicate that the received messages have not been read yet and

the piece number "2" of the unread received messages displayed

on the fourth line are displayed on the screen, ” (column 6, lines 1 9-38,

figures 2C-2E) In figure 2C; Ten new messages have been received and a star is

displayed to indicate 10 new unread messages; the user reads the latest message but

does not read the other 9 messages, therefore the other 9 are unread; the star is then

removed and the number indicating the number of unread messages is decremented by

1 ;
from this state, with 9 unread messages and the star indicating the presence of
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unread messages removed, when 2 new unread messages are subsequently received,

the count of unread messages now indicates the 2 new unread messages and the star

is re-displayed to indicate the arrival of the 2 new unread messages; that is, re-

displaying the new count of new unread messages and re-displaying the star to indicate

new unread messages when in the previous state there were still unread messages

approximates the claimed limitation of an indication of new unread messages when all

of the prevous unread messages were read in the last viewing.

Therefore, considering the teachings of Takatsuka, Katagiri and Canfield, it would have

been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to add the

second indicator comprises a message icon on the display adjacent the count of unread

electronic messages received, and the annunciation of the presence of new unread

electronic messages received since the message list was last displayed comprises

altering the message icon to the teachings of Takatsuka, Katagiri and Canfield.

One would have been motivated to add the second indicator comprises a message icon

on the display adjacent the count of unread electronic messages received, and the

annunciation of the presence of new unread electronic messages received since the

message list was last displayed comprises altering the message icon to the teachings of

Takatsuka, Katagiri and Canfield because this adds further detail for the user to more

completely understand the state of new unread messages; i.e. it would be useful for the

user to not only see the total number of unread messages, but to also see the number
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of newly arrived unread messages. This may be useful because the user may have

scanned the current unread messages for a particular message of interest and found

that that message was not present and notifying the user of newer unread messages

since the last can alerts the user that the message of interest may be in the next set of

unread messages. Further, the user may not remember the number of unread

messages and can readily see that new unread messages have arrived.

Claim 17. Takatsuka, Katagiri and Canfield disclose the system of Claim 16, and

Canfield further discloses “For example, an indicator such as a blinking

interface tab or area on an interface tab may be provided for a

received IM message that has not been viewed.” (column 2, lines 19-29).

Therefore, considering the teachings of Takatsuka, Katagiri and Canfield, it would have

been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to add the

altering the message icon comprises at least one of: boldiing the icon, flashing the icon,

changing the size of the icon and changing the color of the icon to the teachings of

Takatsuka, Katagiri and Canfield. One would have been motivated to add the altering

the message icon comprises at least one of: boldiing the icon, flashing the icon,

changing the size of the icon and changing the color of the icon to the teachings of

Takatsuka, Katagiri and Canfield because the Supreme Court in KSR International Co.

v. Teleflex Inc. identified applying a known technique to a known device (method, or

product) ready for improvement to yield predictable results as a rational to support a

conclusion of obviousness which is consistent with the proper “functional approach” to
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the determination of obviousness as laid down in Graham.

18. (Cancelled)

Claim 20. Takatsuka discloses a method of managing unread electronic messages

comprising the steps of:

a. displaying a home screen on a visual display (column 5, lines 1 4-20 [(1 9)

directory. In the example shown in FIG. 5B, the display

unit 52 displays the total message number and presence or

absence of the non-read message per directory. In the

example shown in FIG. 5C, the display unit 52 displays the

total message number and the number of the non-read

messages per directory.], figures 5b and 5c);

b. providing, at a location on the home screen, a first indicator of the presence of a

number of unread electronic messages received, or an associated value

reflecting the number of unread electronic messages received (column 5, lines

14-20 [(19) In the example shown in FIG. 5B, the display unit

52 displays the total message number and presence or

absence of the non-read message per directory. In the

example shown in FIG. 5C, the display unit 52 displays the

total message number and the number of the non-read

messages per directory.], figures 5b and 5c);
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c. selectively displaying on the visual display a message listing enabling review of

summaries of the unread electronic messages received without opening of the

unread electronic messages (column 5, lines 42-48 [(22) fig. 6 shows an

example of the list display carried out at the step 206. In

this example, the display unit 52 displays, per message, a

portion of the message, receiving date and time, whether or

not the message is non-read, and a message sender. Other

than the display example shown in FIG. 6, the display can

be carried out by combining desired attributes .] figure 6);

Takatsuka does not disclose the first indicator of the presence of a number of unread

electronic messages received and the associated value reflecting the number of unread

electronic messages received are provided at a location on the home screen, as

disclosed in the claims. However, in the same field of invention, Katagiri discloses “(1
1

)

Also, a mark ".star." indicating that the received message has

not been read yet is displayed on the third line of the screen

of the display unit 4. Further, a numeral "1" which is the piece

number of the unread received messages counted by the adder unit

5 is displayed on the fourth line of the screen .” (column 5, lines 46-

51
,
figure 2A).
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Therefore, considering the teachings of Takatsuka and Katagiri, it would have been

obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to add the first

indicator of the presence of a number of unread electronic messages received and the

associated value reflecting the number of unread electronic messages received are

provided at a location on the home screen to the teachings of Takatsuka.

One would have been motivated to add the first indicator of the presence of a number of

unread electronic messages received and the associated value reflecting the number of

unread electronic messages received are provided at a location on the home screen to

the teachings of Takatsuka because it would lessen any possible confusion for the user

if he/she had to first read a heading to see which column indicated unread messages

and then scan down to the row for the directory containing the unread messages by

providing the user with a more complete summary of the number of unread messages

so that the user could see at a glance that there are unread messages and the number

of unread messages simultaneously on the same line as the directory of messages.

Takatsuka does not disclose altering said the first indicator to provide, at the location on

the home screen, a visually distinguishable non-numerical annunciation that new

unread electronic messages have been received following display of the message

listing, as disclosed in the claims. However, Takatsuka discloses “(10) ... non-read

messages (whose receipts are not confirmed by the user or whose

contents are not confirmed by the user)... ” (column 4, lines 1 1 -1 3), that is,
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non-read messages can be those messages whose receipts have been confirmed but

not necessarily whose contents have been confirmed, i.e. the contents of the message

doesn't have to be read and Katagiri discloses “(13) Then, the screen display

in FIG. 2D shows the state wherein the mark ".star. " displayed

on the third line to indicate that the received message has not

been read yet is cleared since the user has input the already-

read instruction operation, ...
” (column 6, lines 5—9, figure 2D) and “(14) In

such case, while holding the screen display in FIG. 2D, the user

does not particularly apply the already-read instruction

operation so as to display the older unread received message as

the display operation. As already described, since the user has

applied the already-read instruction operation to the operating

unit 6, the adder unit 5 counts the piece number of the received

messages when the received message is further received newly

from this state, and then causes to display the piece number of

the received messages received after the already-read

instruction operation has been issued on the fourth line of the

screen.” “(15) The screen display in FIG. 2E shows the state

wherein two new received messages are received after the screen

display in FIG. 2D, and the mark ".star." displayed on the third

line to indicate that the received messages have not been read

yet and the piece number "2" of the unread received messages
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displayed on the fourth line are displayed on the screen, ” (column

6, lines 19-38, figures 2C-2E) In figure 2C; Ten new messages have been received and

a star is displayed to indicate 10 new unread messages; the user reads the latest

message but does not read the other 9 messages, therefore the other 9 are unread; the

star is then removed and the number indicating the number of unread messages is

decremented by 1 ;
from this state, with 9 unread messages and the star indicating the

presence of unread messages removed, when 2 new unread messages are

subsequently received, the count of unread messages now indicates the 2 new unread

messages and the star is re-displayed to indicate the arrival of the 2 new unread

messages; that is, re-displaying the new count of new unread messages and re-

displaying the star to indicate new unread messages when in the previous state there

were still unread messages approximates the claimed limitation of an indication of new

unread messages when all of the prevous unread messages were read in the last

viewing.

Therefore, considering the teachings of Takatsuka and Katagiri, it would have been

obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to add an

indicator to provide, at the location on the home screen, a visually distinguishable non-

numerical annunciation that new unread electronic messages have been received

following display of the message listing to the teachings of Takatsuka and Katagiri.
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One would have been motivated to add a first indicator to provide, at the location on the

home screen, a visually distinguishable non-numerical annunciation that new unread

electronic messages have been received following display of the message listing to the

teachings of Takatsuka and Katagiri because this adds further detail for the user to

more completely understand the state of new unread messages; i.e. it would be useful

for the user to not only see the total number of unread messages, but to also see the

number of newly arrived unread messages. This may be useful because the user may

have scanned the current unread messages for a particular message of interest and

found that that message was not present and notifying the user of newer unread

messages since the last can alerts the user that the message of interest may be in the

next set of unread messages. Further, the user may not remember the number of

unread messages and can readily see that new unread messages have arrived.

Takatsuka and Katagiri do not disclose altering the first indicator, as disclosed in the

claims. However, in the same field of invention, Canfield discloses “(9) An indicator

is provided to the user to indicate whether the user has viewed

a received IM message in an existing IM session. For example, an

indicator such as a blinking interface tab or area on an

interface tab may be provided for a received IM message that has

not been viewed. ... and once viewed, the indicator changes

without having to actually reply to the message itself .” (column 2,

lines 19-29). Therefore, considering the teachings of Takatsuka, Katagiri and Canfield,
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it would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention to add altering the first indicator to the teachings of Takatsuka and Katagiri.

One would have been motivated to add altering the first indicator to the teachings of

Takatsuka and Katagiri because the Supreme Court in KSR International Co. v.

Teleflex Inc. identified applying a known technique to a known device (method, or

product) ready for improvement to yield predictable results as a rational to support a

conclusion of obviousness which is consistent with the proper “functional approach” to

the determination of obviousness as laid down in Graham.

Takatsuka further discloses the updating the associated value to provide a value

reflecting the number of unread electronic messages (column 5, lines 16-19, [in the

example shown in FIG. 5C, the display unit 52 displays the total

message number and the number of the non-read messages per

directory .], column 5, lines 62-64 [Simultaneously, the control section

20 erases the non-read flag of the readout message .], In figure 5C, the

number of non-read messages per directory is displayed and, when viewing the

directory, a non-read flag is erased; therefore, when the window of figure 5C is

displayed after a non-read message is read, the number of non-read messages in figure

5C will reflect the new count of non-read messages). Takatsuka does not disclose

updating the associated value to provide a single value simultaneously reflecting the

number of unread electronic messages and the number of new unread electronic

message received following display of the message listing, as disclosed in the claims.
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However, Takatsuka discloses “(10) ... non-read messages (whose receipts

are not confirmed by the user or whose contents are not

confirmed by the user)... ” (column 4, lines 11-13), that is, non-read messages

can be those messages whose receipts have been confirmed but not necessarily whose

contents have been confirmed, i.e. the contents of the message doesn't have to be read

and Katagiri discloses “(13) Then, the screen display in FIG. 2D shows

the state wherein the mark ".star. " displayed on the third line

to indicate that the received message has not been read yet is

cleared since the user has input the already-read instruction

operation, ...
” (column 6, lines 5—9, figure 2D) and “(14) In such case, while

holding the screen display in FIG. 2D, the user does not

particularly apply the already-read instruction operation so as

to display the older unread received message as the display

operation. As already described, since the user has applied the

already-read instruction operation to the operating unit 6, the

adder unit 5 counts the piece number of the received messages

when the received message is further received newly from this

state, and then causes to display the piece number of the

received messages received after the already-read instruction

operation has been issued on the fourth line of the screen.’’“(15)

The screen display in FIG. 2E shows the state wherein two new

received messages are received after the screen display in FIG.
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2D, and the mark ".star." displayed on the third line to

indicate that the received messages have not been read yet and

the piece number "2" of the unread received messages displayed

on the fourth line are displayed on the screen, ” (column 6, lines 19-38,

figures 2C-2E) In figure 2C; Ten new messages have been received and a star is

displayed to indicate 10 new unread messages; the user reads the latest message but

does not read the other 9 messages, therefore the other 9 are unread; the star is then

removed and the number indicating the number of unread messages is decremented by

1 ;
from this state, with 9 unread messages and the star indicating the presence of

unread messages removed, when 2 new unread messages are subsequently received,

the count of unread messages now indicates the 2 new unread messages and the star

is re-displayed to indicate the arrival of the 2 new unread messages; that is, re-

displaying the new count of new unread messages and re-displaying the star to indicate

new unread messages when in the previous state there were still unread messages

approximates the claimed limitation of an indication of new unread messages when all

of the prevous unread messages were read in the last viewing.

Therefore, considering the teachings of Takatsuka, Katagiri and Canfield, it would have

been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to add

updating the associated value to provide a single value simultaneously reflecting the

number of unread electronic messages and the number of new unread electronic
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message received following display of the message listing to the teachings of

Takatsuka, Katagiri and Canfield.

One would have been motivated to add updating the associated value to provide a

single value simultaneously reflecting the number of unread electronic messages and

the number of new unread electronic message received following display of the

message listing to the teachings of Takatsuka, Katagiri and Canfield because this adds

further detail for the user to more completely understand the state of new unread

messages; i.e. it would be useful for the user to not only see the total number of unread

messages, but to also see the number of newly arrived unread messages. This may be

useful because the user may have scanned the current unread messages for a

particular message of interest and found that that message was not present and

notifying the user of newer unread messages since the last can alerts the user that the

message of interest may be in the next set of unread messages. Further, the user may

not remember the number of unread messages and can readily see that new unread

messages have arrived.

Claim 21 . Takatsuka, Katagiri and Canfield disclose the method of Claim 1 ,
and

Katagiri further discloses “(13) Then, the screen display in FIG. 2D shows

the state wherein the mark ".star. " displayed on the third line

to indicate that the received message has not been read yet is

cleared since the user has input the already-read instruction
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operation, ...
” (column 6, lines 5—9, figure 2D) and “(14) In such case, while

holding the screen display in FIG. 2D, the user does not

particularly apply the already-read instruction operation so as

to display the older unread received message as the display

operation. As already described, since the user has applied the

already-read instruction operation to the operating unit 6, the

adder unit 5 counts the piece number of the received messages

when the received message is further received newly from this

state, and then causes to display the piece number of the

received messages received after the already-read instruction

operation has been issued on the fourth line of the screen .”
“(1 5)

The screen display in FIG. 2E shows the state wherein two new

received messages are received after the screen display in FIG.

2D, and the mark ".star." displayed on the third line to

indicate that the received messages have not been read yet and

the piece number "2" of the unread received messages displayed

on the fourth line are displayed on the screen, ” (column 6, lines 1 9-38,

figures 2C-2E) In figure 2C; Ten new messages have been received and a star is

displayed to indicate 10 new unread messages; the user reads the latest message but

does not read the other 9 messages, therefore the other 9 are unread; the star is then

removed and the number indicating the number of unread messages is decremented by

1 ;
from this state, with 9 unread messages and the star indicating the presence of
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unread messages removed, when 2 new unread messages are subsequently received,

the count of unread messages now indicates the 2 new unread messages and the star

is re-displayed to indicate the arrival of the 2 new unread messages; that is, re-

displaying the new count of new unread messages and re-displaying the star to indicate

new unread messages when in the previous state there were still unread messages

approximates the claimed limitation of an indication of new unread messages when all

of the prevous unread messages were read in the last viewing by having the visually

distinguishable non-numeric annuniciation be either displayed or not displayed

depending on the presence of newly received unread messages.

Therefore, considering the teaching of Takatsuka, Katagiri and Canfield, it would have

been obvious to add the steps of: determining a Boolean value associated with the

visually distinguishable non-numerical annunciation; and triggering the Boolean value,

upon receipt of the new unread electronic messages following display of the message

listing, to control displaying of the visually distinguishable non-numerical annunciation to

the eachings of Takatsuka, Katagiri and Canfield.

One would have been motivated to add the steps of: determining a Boolean value

associated with the visually distinguishable non-numerical annunciation; and triggering

the Boolean value, upon receipt of the new unread electronic messages following

display of the message listing, to control displaying of the visually distinguishable non-

numerical annunciation to the teachings of Takatsuka, Katagiri and Canfield so that the
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user can know definitely whether new unread messages have arrived and not have to

try to interpret multiple meanings of variations of an icon to indicate a simple true/false

concept.

3. Claims 1 9 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 1 03(a) as being unpatentable over

Takatsuka et al. (US 5,936,548) in view of Katagiri (US 6,778,069 B1).

Claim 19. Takatsuka discloses a method of managing unread electronic messages

comprising the steps of:

a. displaying a home screen on a visual display (column 5, lines 14-20 [(19)

directory. In the example shown in FIG. 5B, the display

unit 52 displays the total message number and presence or

absence of the non-read message per directory. In the

example shown in FIG. 5C, the display unit 52 displays the

total message number and the number of the non-read

messages per directory.], figures 5b and 5c);

b. providing, at a location on the home screen, a first indicator of the presence of a

number of unread electronic messages received, or a first associated value

reflecting the number of unread electronic messages received (column 5, lines

14-20 [(19) In the example shown in FIG. 5B, the display unit

52 displays the total message number and presence or
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absence of the non-read message per directory. In the

example shown in FIG. 5C, the display unit 52 displays the

total message number and the number of the non-read

messages per directory.], figures 5b and 5c);

c. selectively displaying on the visual display a message listing enabling review of

summaries of unread electronic messages received without opening the unread

electronic messages (column 5, lines 42-48 [(22) fig. 6 shows an example

of the list display carried out at the step 206. In this

example, the display unit 52 displays, per message, a

portion of the message, receiving date and time, whether or

not the message is non-read, and a message sender. Other

than the display example shown in FIG. 6, the display can

be carried out by combining desired attributes .] figure 6);

Takatsuka does not disclose the first indicator of the presence of a number of unread

electronic messages received and the first associated value reflecting the number of

unread electronic messages received are provided at a location on the home screen, as

disclosed in the claims. However, in the same field of invention, Katagiri discloses “(1
1

)

Also, a mark ".star." indicating that the received message has

not been read yet is displayed on the third line of the screen

of the display unit 4. Further, a numeral "1" which is the piece

number of the unread received messages counted by the adder unit
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5 is displayed on the fourth line of the screen .
” (column 5, lines 46-

SI
,
figure 2A).

Therefore, considering the teachings of Takatsuka and Katagiri, it would have been

obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to add the first

indicator of the presence of a number of unread electronic messages received and the

first associated value reflecting the number of unread electronic messages received are

provided at a location on the home screen to the teachings of Takatsuka.

One would have been motivated to add the first indicator of the presence of a number of

unread electronic messages received and the first associated value reflecting the

number of unread electronic messages received are provided at a location on the home

screen to the teachings of Takatsuka because it would lessen any possible confusion

for the user if he/she had to first read a heading to see which column indicated unread

messages and then scan down to the row for the directory containing the unread

messages by providing the user with a more complete summary of the number of

unread messages so that the user could see at a glance that there are unread

messages and the number of unread messages simultaneously on the same line as the

directory of messages.

Takatsuka does not disclose providing a second indicator at the location on the home

screen, reflecting the number of new unread electronic messages received following
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display of the message listing, as disclosed in the claims. However, Takatsuka

discloses “(10) ... non-read messages (whose receipts are not confirmed

by the user or whose contents are not confirmed by the user)...

(column 4, lines 11-13), that is, non-read messages can be those messages whose

receipts have been confirmed but not necessarily whose contents have been confirmed,

i.e. the contents of the message doesn't have to be read and Katagiri discloses “(13)

Then, the screen display in FIG. 2D shows the state wherein the

mark ".star. " displayed on the third line to indicate that the

received message has not been read yet is cleared since the user

has input the already-read instruction operation, ...
” (column 6, lines

5—9, figure 2D) and “(14) In such case, while holding the screen

display in FIG. 2D, the user does not particularly apply the

already-read instruction operation so as to display the older

unread received message as the display operation. As already

described, since the user has applied the already-read

instruction operation to the operating unit 6, the adder unit 5

counts the piece number of the received messages when the

received message is further received newly from this state, and

then causes to display the piece number of the received messages

received after the already-read instruction operation has been

issued on the fourth line of the screen.” “(15) The screen display

in FIG. 2E shows the state wherein two new received messages are
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received after the screen display in FIG. 2D, and the mark

".star." displayed on the third line to indicate that the

received messages have not been read yet and the piece number

"2" of the unread received messages displayed on the fourth line

are displayed on the screen, ” (column 6, lines 19-38, figures 2C-2E) In figure

2C; Ten new messages have been received and a star is displayed to indicate 10 new

unread messages; the user reads the latest message but does not read the other 9

messages, therefore the other 9 are unread; the star is then removed and the number

indicating the number of unread messages is decremented by 1 ;
from this state, with 9

unread messages and the star indicating the presence of unread messages removed,

when 2 new unread messages are subsequently received, the count of unread

messages now indicates the 2 new unread messages and the star is re-displayed to

indicate the arrival of the 2 new unread messages; that is, re-displaying the new count

of new unread messages and re-displaying the star to indicate new unread messages

when in the previous state there were still unread messages approximates the claimed

limitation of an indication of new unread messages when all of the prevous unread

messages were read in the last viewing.

Therefore, considering the teachings of Takatsuka and Katagiri, it would have been

obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to add

providing a second indicator at the location on the home screen, reflecting the number
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of new unread electronic messages received following display of the message listing to

the teachings of Takatsuka and Katagiri.

One would have been motivated to add providing a second indicator at the location on

the home screen, reflecting the number of new unread electronic messages received

following display of the message listing, to the teachings of Takatsuka and Katagiri

because this adds further detail for the user to more completely understand the state of

new unread messages; i.e. it would be useful for the user to not only see the total

number of unread messages, but to also see the number of newly arrived unread

messages. This may be useful because the user may have scanned the current unread

messages for a particular message of interest and found that that message was not

present and notifying the user of newer unread messages since the last can alerts the

user that the message of interest may be in the next set of unread messages. Further,

the user may not remember the number of unread messages and can readily see that

new unread messages have arrived.

Conclusion

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to JOHN HEFFINGTON whose telephone number is

(571 )270-1 696. The examiner can normally be reached on 8:30 am to 5:30 pm.
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If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Boris M. Pesin can be reached on 571-272-4070. The fax phone number

for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571 -273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

/Boris Pesin/

Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art

Unit 21 72
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